**NJCU Geoscience and Geography Departmental Equipment Loan Form**

By my signature below, I acknowledge the loan of: (check all that apply) I also acknowledge that I am responsible for either loss or damage to any of these instruments. I recognize that I will not receive a final course grade until these instruments or suitable replacements have been returned in good condition.

Name of Class taken & Class Number __________________________________________

_____ Brunton Pocket Transit & Case # ________________________________

_____ Magnetic Compass _________ Compass (circular draftsman)

_____ Rock Hammer _________ Protective Eyewear

_____ Ruler _________ Engineer’s Scale

_____ Right Triangle _________ Magnet

_____ Stereonet _________ Hand lens

_____ Telescope (specify type & aperture) ________________________________

_____ Microscope (specify type) ________________________________________

_____ OTHER (Description & part number)

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Name, phone, & Student Id# (Please Print)

________________________________________________________________________

Signature and Date (mm /dd/ yyyy)